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Vanraure Hachinohe and Kataller Toyama played an exciting match on February 20, 2022 in
Hachinohe City, Aomori Prefecture. While Toyama came into the match in 17th place in the
2022 J2 League table, Hachinohe has found themselves stuck in the relegation zone in 19th.
Both sides came out with attacking intent, knowing the importance of picking up three points in
their respective battles. Toyama's pressing forced errors from the Hachinohe backline early
on, creating half chances. However, the hosts defended resolutely, clearing any crosses or
shots that did come in. Hachinohe also looked dangerous on the counter, utilizing their pace
up front.
Just past the half hour mark, Hachinohe struck gold. A long ball was played in behind the
Toyama defense, and the striker raced onto it before calmly slotting past the goalkeeper. 聾
This gave the home fans something to cheer about as they went into the break 1-0 up.
Toyama came out energized in the second half, throwing numbers forward in search of an
equalizer. Their pressure eventually told just after the hour mark, as a cross was met by an
unmarked header to level the scoreline. 類 Both sides pushed for a winner, with chances
coming at both ends.
As the match entered stoppage time, it seemed destined to end in a draw. However,
Hachinohe launched one final attack. The ball was played into the box and fell to a midfielder,
who unleashed a stunning volley from the edge of the area. His strike swerved into the top
corner, sending the home support into delirium as the full-time whistle blew moments later.
With the last-gasp 2-1 victory, Hachinohe lifted themselves out of the relegation zone.
Meanwhile, Toyama's pursuit of promotion faces a significant setback. While there is still a
long way to go this season, this result provides a big boost for Hachinohe's survival hopes as
they aim to avoid dropping down a division. - https://mbscore.tv/match/vanraure-hachinohe-vs-
kataller-toyama-18778033
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